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INTRODUCTION 
The temperature dependence of heat flow through single 
ionic crystals is explained by various theories of the solid 
state. Debye1 examined the complicated problem of anharm.01111.c 
coupling of vibrating phonons im cubic. lattice structures. 
Sometime later, Pe1erls2published work of a simiiar nature •. 
but more rigorous. They both show that thermal conductivity 
is proportional. to -J- at high temperatures. More recently~ 
Pomeranehu~ carried out calculations using a fourth degree 
term in the interaction-·. potential.. His results in·dicated 
a possible. mixed type thermal c.on.ductivity proportional to 
+ ancl. ;;z . depending upon the anisotrop7 and dispersion 
present. Whether this theory or that shall gain favor de-
pends largely upon_ its agreement with reliable experimental 
results. 
At the present time, experimental results show a fairly 
credible thermal conductivity temperature relation between 
the freezing and boiling point of water, but little data has 
been taken at temperatures approaching the melting points 
of various alkaline-halide crystals. 
(1) Debye, P., Vortrage uber die kinetische Theorie etc., by 
M. Planck et al., Teubner, Leipzig, p.46, 1914. 
( 2) Peierls, R. '" Zur Kinetischen Theorie der Warmelei tung 
in Kristallen, Ann. Phys. (Leipzig) Vol.3, pp.1055-1101, 
(1929-). 
(3) Pomeranchuk, On the Thermal Conductivity of Dielectrics 
at the Temperature Higher than the Debye Temperature 
Journal of Physics, Moscow, Vol.4, pp.259-268, (1941). 
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The purpose of this research is to investigate possible 
methods of determining the thermal conductivity of small 
poorly conducting samples at elevated temperatures, and, 
further, to· assemble a suitable apparatus, followed by 
measurement of thermal conductivity or· one or more cubic 
lattice samples. 
Basic requirements o.f the apparatus are few. . It is 
first required that the measurement of thermal eonductivi-
ty be made over a considerable range of temperature. It 
is also preferred that the basi~apparatus be placed in a 
vacuum where undesirable heat flow by convection is elimi-
nated and air corrodible samples are preserved. 
The apparatus must use only the smallest samples from 
which acaurate results may be obtained. The thermal con-
ductivity temperature relati·en is not linear, so only small 
temperature intervals may be used •. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Many early experimenters chose the readily available 
natural halite (NaCl) crystals for their study of heat flow 
through ionic structures. Prior to 1900, conductivities of 
sodium chloride were reported by Tuckschmidt4(1883) and by 
Lees5(1892). Each reported for a single temperature. In 
1911, Eucken6reported conductivities at four temperatures, 
the lowest 83°K., the highest 370K. Later, certain con-
troversies rose regarding the precise values of the conduc-
tivities reported by Eucken. This may be explained by the 
variation 1n the indivi~ual structures of the samples 
tested. Eucken and Kuhn7have shown that for single crystals 
of high purity, artificially grown from solution or melt, 
conductivities may range 50% above those obtained from 
natural halite. Thus, it seems certain that precise values 
of thermal conductivities have little intrinsic value, yet 
they must be known of a given sample in order to formulate 
a rather general conductivity temperature relation. , 
Values for the thermal conductivity of sodium chloride 
\4) Tuckschmldt, Ann. Phys. Beibl.~ Vol.?, p.490, (1884). 
( 5) Lees, O. H. ,. On the Thermal Conductivities of Crystals 
and other Bad Conductors, Phil. Trans. pp.481-509, 1892. 
(6) Eucken, A., Ann. Phys. (Leipzig) Vol.32, p.185, (1911). 
(7) Eucken, A., & Kuhn, G., Zs. f. phys. Chem., Vol.134, 
p.193, (1928). 
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from. 'Z'l3°K~ to 673°K. were published by Birch and Clark8 1nl 
1940. Their method and techniques do indeed suggest a high_ 
degree of reliability. Consequently, they are of consider-
able interest to an experimenter with a similar problem. 
Their apparatus provides careful compensation for heat inter-
change by radiation, a problem or greatly increased magnitude 
as operating temperatures are forced upward. This is perhaps 
best illustrated by the Stefan-Boltzmann'. law with a state-
ment to the effect that the total emissive power of a black 
body is proportional to the fourth power of its absolute 
temperature. With ~1gh temperature operating efficiency a 
criterion, . consideration was given to the method of Knapp9. 
Knapp reports conductivities from 373°IC.. to l090°K·. for cer-
tain substances. His heat flow apparatus lacked the neces-
sary vacuum: environment for working at high temperature with 
eorrodible samples. 
Investigation of thermal conductivity measurements of 
metals at high temperatures was of value. A study of the ap-
\8) Birch, Francis, & Clark., . Harry, The Thermal Conductivity 
of Rocks and Its Dependence upon Temperature and Com-
posi t1on, . American. Journal of Science,- Vol.38, pp.529-
5581:: (1940). 
(9) J,t'napp,, w. J., Thermal Conductivity of Nonmetallic Bingle 
Crystals, The Journal of the American Ceramic Society~ 
Vol •. 26, No. 2, ( 1943). 
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paratus and measurements on iron by Armstrong and Dauph1nee10 
reveals an excellent piece of work upon which many "relat-
ive" heat conduet1on :. experiments have been built. 
(10) Armstrong, _ L. D., & Dauphinee, T. M., Thermal Conduc-
tivity of Metals at Htgh Temperatures, C.anadian Journal 
of Research, Vol. 25, . pp.357-374,. (1947,). 
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METHOD OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Two very general schemes for thermal conductivity de-
termination · are usually recognized. The dynamic or time 
dependent scheme. considers c.hange in temperature distri-
bution. as a function of time. Other than dynamic are the 
time independent or steady state methods which show no-
change in· temperature distribution •. 
Granting that boundary conditions can be met, the 
Fourier heat equatio~ 
may be applied. Here • B is the temperature, '°~"defines the 
diffusivity where K. is the thermal conductivity, P the den--
sity, and C~the specific heat at constant volume. Boundary 
conditions are simplified by arranging the experiment to 
allow oniy one dimensionai axial heat flow. A typical 
dynamic, system . is illustrated by the method of Angstrom~1 
He periodically passed steam and cold water over the short 
central part of a long bar. After a time the temperature at 
each point of the bar became periodic. Temperatures were 
read every minute at intervals of 5 cm. along the bar. 
~ 11.) Angstrom, A. C., Ann. Phys.,. Vol .114, p. 513, { 1861). 
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Due to the loss of he.at from the bar by means other 
than hereby aocountecl. for, .. the solution becomes too com-
plicated for practical use. In~ general this is true of most 
dynamic methods. 
The steady state methods favored by one dimensional, 
time independent,. axial flow follow a reduced equationi 
d~ = 0. 
d x:i 
Integrating once yields 
d& = cX ' 
dX 
which states that the change in temperature across a spaoe 
interval dx is equal to a constant. Going from the deriva-
tive to the ino.remental form., the equation becomes 
~ = t92- -B, • 
x 
Let the constant oc be equal to the heat flowing perpen-
dicular11y across unit area. The Fourier heat equation 1n 
on-e d1mens10n. takes the form 
r§9::. K 4-(&,. -~), 
;x 
where the constant of proportionality r . is clearly the 
thermal conductivity given by 
' tr - z_ k . 
/ I - A ( fYJ. - &,) 
Qonsequently,t 1i1 the steady state experiment1:: satisfac-
tory measurement of the quantities in the right hand member 
of the above equation is the only requirement of a reliable 
thermal conductivity determination. The steady state scheme 
was therefore favorably acc:epted as the general method or 
this experiment. 
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Two spe.citic modes of steady state method are pre-
sented. The mode of "absalute" determination is character-
ized by generation of a measurable dq within a source,, pass-
ing the known quantity of heat through the sample where-
atter it flows into a constant temperature sink. . The tem-
perature gradient 1n the sample,., the sample . dimensions and 
the dq supplled provide all the necessary information tor 
the determination •. 
The mode of "relative" determination bases its success 
upon the measurement of temperature gradients 1n a sample 
and 1n a calibrated reference material linearily coupled 
suol'.t-: that the same qua.n.tity of heat flows through each frollll 
the source at one end to the sink at the other. This is 
perhaps better seen from Figure I. 
Until recently no reference materia~s having calibrate« 
conductivities in the range approaching 1000°K~ were avail-
able. Kne.pp's1 2use. ot 18-8 stainless steel and other ex-
~ 
perimenter•s use of aorning's pyrex No. 7740 are of special 
interest. ~ Armstrong and Dauph1nee1~ave calibrated a readily 
obtainable material, Armco iron. Their determination ot 
thermal conductivity over the range 0°to 800°a.. with an in-
dicated absolute error of less than two percent and a rela-
tive error of much less than one percent provides a valuable 
( 12) 1tiiapp, . op. cit. I! p. 41 
- . 
(13) Armstrong and Dauphinee·~ op. cit., . p.5 
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standard for ttrelative" methods. 
A number of limitations immediately appear 1n the de-
sign of apparatus for the relative method. For best results 
the thermal oonductivity of the sample should be approxi-
mately the same as that of the referen.ce standard. The 
geometry may be improved by choosing the lengths of the 
sample and the ref erenoe standard to provide an approxi-
mately equal temperature drop aoross each. Thus,; to measure 
the thermal e.onductivity of a one centimeter long sodium 
chloride crystal would require an Armco iron standard ap-
proximately fifteen centimeters 1n length. ObJect1on to 
extended length is based on the increased thermal radiation. 
problem so introduced. The use of non-metallic standard 
such as p1rex or quartz was exc1uded due to the former'a 
low fusion· point and the latter's uncertain calibration. 
-
The aabsolute" method is characterized by independence 
from all pre-calibrated standards. For this reason, and 
others mentioned above,, the steady state "absolute" method 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS 
A cross-sectione.l view of the. apparatus is shown in-;_ Fig. 
2~ The heat sink is a solid aopper cylinder 5 cm. 1n dia-
meter. Sink heater windings are helic.ally wound ot 28 
gauge Chromel c.:. They are insulated from machined grooves 
in the sink by sheet mica strips. The faces of the sink are 
ground flat. 
The heat souree winding is of 32 gauge resistance wire 
helically wound and imbedded in . ceramic. cement. Its 14 ohm 
resistancs permits up to seven watts of source heating. The 
pressure foot is an alundum tube of 0.125" O.D. which passes 
through a close fitting hole in the guard cap where it ap-
plies the necessary downward force to the heat source. 
Alundum tubes peened into holes 1n the roof or the guard cap 
provide passageway for wires leading to the source. 
The guard ring is cut from steel conduit tubing measur-
ing 3 em. outside diameter and 0.185 cm. wall thic·k:ness. 
Guard ring ends a.re ground flat and polished. 
Excellent melt grown crystals classed as optical win-
dows were supplied by Harshaw Chemical Co. The sodium 
chloride sample chosen is a right circular cylinder measur-
ing approximately 1.2 centimeters along the axis of heat 
flow and 1.5 centimeters in diameter. Crystals of equal 
diameter but of any length may be substituted by simply 




The heat flow apparatus is placed on a porcelain stand 
resting on the face of a 16,. diameter pump. plate. A 14" 
diameter pyre.x be11· Jar compl.e.tes the vacuum enclosure. The 
bell jar is sealed to the pump plate by application of a 
hot mixture of beeswax and rosin applied with a medicine 
dropper. 
Below the pump plate is the vacuum and electrical lead 
reeeptical chamber. AlL electrical leads pass through the 
evacuation hole at the center of the base plate into the 
reoeptical chamber. The reeeptic.al chamber conaists ot a 
cylindrical brass tube 3" in diam.eter ,. 5" long, and flanged 
on either end. The flange bolted to the pump plate is 
grooved to accommodate a rubber ring seal. Attached to the 
lower. flange are two bakelite p!ates drilled to take all 
thermocouple and lead wires into the vacuum. Small rubber 
discs were placed between the bakelite plates, and through 
the center of each rubber disc passes a lead wire. Com-
pression of the bakelite plates by means of cap screws 
presses the rubber about each wire effecting the seal. A 
steel washer surrounding each rubber disc limits the lateral 
expansion of the disc. With this seal pressures below O.l 
micron may consistently be held. 
Thermocouple Circuits 
Chromel-alumel thermocouples are the exclusive heat 
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sensing elements for temperature measurement and control. 
To , illustrate the need for special control consider a ty-
pical operating level with the sink at l00°C. The power 
setting of the source may be set at 0.3 watts giving a 
source temperature elevation of about 6~C.. The need to 
operate the radiation guard cap at the same temperature as 
the source (106°0:.) is obvious. Heat then flows from the 
guard cap through the guard ring into the sink. The full 
temperature drop ( 6°0,.) then appears across the guard ring 
just as it does across the crystal. With the temperature 
gradient along the guard ring approximating that along the 
crystal~ . no net lateral radiant heat flow should be presetrt. 
In·· general a large part of the heat lost by the entire 
flow apparatus is radiated into the bell jar and its sur-
roundings. Thus, power requirements to the sink and guard 
cap depend on the mean temperature of the surroundings. 
The power setting of the sink depends upon no lees than four 
variables; . namely, the operating temperature, the mean tem-
perature of the surroundings, the power setting of the 
source, and the line voltage of the power supply. The same 
is true of the power setting for the guard cap. Simultaneous 
juggI1ng ot power settings to achieve the delicate balance 
of temperatures required for steady state operation; has been 
done suceessfulll' by a number of experimenters. However, 
the use ot thyratron servo-controlled power circuits for 
sink and guard cap heating has resulted in some saving of 
time. The thermocouple circuit diagram of figure 3 illus-
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trates how switching is done to measure all necessary 
temperatures with the Leeds & Northrup type K2 potentiometer. 
The source has but one thermocouple for reasons to be 
mentioned later. Consequently, when the source temperature 
1s measured~ the control signal to galvanometer A is tem-
porarily open. This is not serious, however, for control 
signals are set to· operate near the zero level tor average 
power delivery. 
Control Circuits 
Figure 4 illustrates the temperature regulating circuit 
as described by Strong1~ Mod1fic.at1ons to fit the needs of 
the circuit are few. 
Light from. an auto headlight bulb is condensed by len-
ses and set to bear upon· a wedge-shaped slit which serves 
as the object of the optical system. A ten diopter lens 
sends a convergent beam to the galvanometer mirror. After 
reflection, the beam continues to converge until it is 
finally focused 1n the plane of the photoelectric cell •. 
The wedge-shaped image provides a near linear correcting in-
fluence which approaches zero as the error in temperature 
diminishes. It can be seen from the thyratron phase shift 
circuit that most of the heater load may be supplied by 
alternating current through shunt resistor ~ Thus~ only a 
(14) Strong, John, Procedures in Experimental Physics, N. Y., 
_ Prentice Hall, P• 448,. 1938. 
~------1 
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slight correction current need be supplied by the servo 
system. Hunting is eliminated by carefully adjusting the 
shunt resistor to pass most of the heating current. 
18 
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SPECIAL CONSIDJ:RATIONS AND TECHNIQUE9 
A. Thermal contacts 
In: order to assure rectilinear tlow of heat through 
the crystal., excellent contact must be assured at the crys-
tal interfaces. Although the crystal samples have opti-
cally finished surfaces,_ the copper source and sink faces 
can not be polished opticall7 flat. Had all interface sur-
faces been finished opt1call7 tlat, rectilinear heat flow 
across the faces would still not be assured. Experimenters 
have solved this problem at lower temperatures by placing 
a drop of pump oil or glycerin at the interfaces. Since 
these fluids have significant vapor pressures above 150°0., 
their use above this range is not practicable. Filas of 
metal foil at the interface subsequently brought to the 
fusion point produce satisfactory thermal contact if both 
surfaces are wetted by the intermediate metal. The present 
conductivity measurements have been made with tin foil at 
the interface. Apparently tin does not actually wet the 
sodium chloride surface, but no particularly elegant solu-
tion to this problem has come into view. 
B. Thermocouples 
The use ot pre-calibrated 28 gauge chromel P and alumel 
thermocouple wire has resulted in a considerable saving of 
time. Junctions were made by first oleaning about a cen-
20 
t1meter length at the end of each wire, twisting the ends 
together, followed by silver-soldering, or welding with the 
aid of borax flux. The heat sink and guard cap thermocouples 
were set into drilllngs in the end of 0.125" diameter, 
0 •. 375" long copper rods. The rods were then soft-soldered 
into drilled holes at the necessary positions in the ap-
paratus. 
In the heat source the welded junction was placed 1n 
a small bore drilling and then set with a 2-56 cap screw. 
In order to reduce the heat taken to or from the source 
through the thermoc,ouple junction., the leads were wrapped 
halfway around the source, and then taken out through the 
insulated holes in the guard cap. 
Thermocouple leads leaving the heat flow apparatus 
are attached to terminal strips within the vacuum. From 
the terminal strips to the vacuum exit they are insulated 
with polystyrene tubing. outside the vacuum the leads go 
either to the reference Junction in the dewar flask, or 
directly to an insulated oil bath where they are joined 
with copper. All junctions with copper are made within 
the oil bath. 
once joined to copper, the remainder of the critical 
circuit with the exception of the K-2 potentiometer is 
composed of copper. A thermal e.m.f. may be set up in the 
potentiometer but 1t has been found to remain essentially 
constant during the thirty seconds or less required to 
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me.asure the sourc.e and the sink temperatures. 
When operating at the proposed high temperatures, 
thermocoupl.es may become contaminated with de.posits of eva-
porated me.tal. Armstrong and Dauph1nea15 have found. eopper 
to be an unsatisfactory metal for large components of their 
apparatus due to this effect. Their solution was to install 
a solid.. gold sink, guard cap,_ and other parts. A proposal 
to use heavy gold plating upon c.opper has been suggested tor 
use it this c.ondition. beco.mes observable in the present 
system. 
c. Electrical Shielding 
Analysis of all electrical circuits for electrostatic, 
electromagnetic, and current leakage effects was carried out 
with rigor. A major problem appeared in the need to com~ 
pletely isolate power and sensing circuits. The guard cap 
and the sink are each heated by separate thyratron power 
circuits which supply up to sixty volts alternating current 
with an added halt wave direct current component. Thus, 
power leads carrying sixty volts alternating current are 
adjacent to thermoc.ouple leads carrying potentials which 
need be me.a.sured accurately to within one microvolt. Segre-
gation of power and thermocouple leads was carried out with 
considerable care. Their interaction. was checked by taking 
precise readings of temperatures, cutting all power switches 
and reading temperatures again. The latest circuits· showed 
(15) Armstrong .& Dauph1nee, . op. cit.~ p.5 
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no measurable interaction. 
Electromagnetic effects are prevented by using helical 
heater windings looped into a near perfect toroid. Toroidal 
windings have no external f 1eld. 
The two thyratron circuits could not be supplied from 
the same line. Isolation was carried out by installing in-
dividual voltage regulating transformers of the type supplied 
by Sola. 
The light amplifier was located in a near-by photo-
graphic dark room. Leads from the photoelectric' cell to 
the thyratron power supply had to be widely separated 1n 
order to reduce their electrostatic capacitance. 
D. Thermal Shielding and Lead Losses 
It can be shown that thermal losses by radiation will 
be held at a minimum if temperatures are completely matched 
throughout the critical heat flow area. Calculations show 
that net heat exchange between various surfaces in an en-
closure are dependent upon temperature, size, and emissivity. 
The need for closely matched guard cap and heat source tem-
peratures can be seen from inspection of the Stefan-Boltzman 
radiation . equation 
Q == ~ e A (e:- &,'') 
Q represents the heat flow, c::r the radiation constant, 
E the emissivity, A the area, and B the temperature. The 
meaning of the parenthetical expression is obvious. The 
power four is theoretical and approximate. Actually, em-
23 
pirical values forO"' and the power of B vary with material 
and temperature. The above equation illustrates the greater 
need tor temperature matching with higher absolute tem-
perature. The prasent thyratron servo-mechanism can be ad-
justed to match guard cap and heat source temperatures to 
within a few tenths of a degree c.entigrade •. 
Six lead wires are attached to the heat source. Heat 
flowing from the source along these wires cannot be sensibly 
distinguished from heat flowing down the crystal. Thus,. an·· 
error creeps into the thermal c.onductivity measurement. 
Of the six lead wires, two are thermocouple leads of 
0.0125" diameter. Their total length inside the isothermal 
guard cap e.xceeds 4 cm. Four leads are of o. 005" diameter 
ehromel_resistance wire. Two of these leads supply power 
to the source and other two are used to. measure voltage drop 
acr~sa the source resistance. Advantageously, chromel offers 
much resistance thermally, so losses by this means can be 
held quite low. Further details in this connection are 
given in the discussion on error. 
The question has risen as to how radiant energy trans-
fer through the crystal (which is transparent to infra-red) 
can be separated from ordinary conduction. It can be shown· 
that at l000°K. radiant energy transfer from source to sink 
is approximately equal to the estimated conduction. No 
me:thod of separating the two modes of energy transfer has 
thus far been reported in the available literature. It is 
24 
hoped that work along this line can be done with the present 
apparatus. 
No thermal shielding surrounding the heat flow apparatus 
has been used below 125°0. At higher temperatures power re-
quirements of the sink and guard cap become large. Tem-
perature gradients caused by excessive surface radiation 
disturb the equilibrium pattern of the flow assembly. Some 
form of radiation shielding about the entire flow assembly 
must be prov·ided. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Onc·e initial preparations for a conductivity measure-
ment have been c.ompleted, and a vacuum below one micron:· 
25 
within the bell. jar is assured, the heat flow apparatus maJ;·· 
be rapidl7 brought to the proposed operating temperature by 
alternating current heating. The millivolt e.quivalent of 
operating temperature is set on the dials of control potem-
tiometer B (Fig. 3) • . Thus, when the wedge-shaped light beam 
.. 
reflected from control. galvanometer B crosses over its res-
pective photoelectric cell, the time to do the necessary 
switc·hing to servo-control is at hand. Meanwhile the guard. 
eap may be brought to temperature in an identical manner 
with the exception that its circuit reasonably includes no· 
control . potentiometer. Thus, when the light beam reflected 
from control galvanometer A is ine.ident upon photoelectric:-. 
cell A, the guard cap and the heat source are convenientl1 
at the same temperature. Subsequent switching to servo-
control., followed by several refining adjustments of power 
circuit shunt resistors w11i cause the system to settle 
into a placid steady temperature state. 
Once consecutive readings of source and sink tempera-
tures do not vary by more than a pre-determined amount during 
a certain_ minimum time interval,. data may be rec.orded. Dif-
ferences in steady state temperatures of the source and sink 
measured while no source heating is applied result 1n an 
indication. ot. "background". Measurements of temperatures 
taken. at three different source power settings, carefully 
allowing equilibrium to become established at each power 
will provide not only multiple data for conductivity com-
putation, but much valuable information concerning the 
performance and reliability of the system. 
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CALCULATIONS 
The equation of thermal conductivity as given earlier 
in the report is 
• 
In the C.G.S. system K has the units 
co/ones , 
Cm. Se~. t:' 
wheretje is in calories/sec. 
27 
Use of electrical heating suggests~9 be expressed in watts. 
Thus, the units of K are simply 
Watrs 
' Cm. "C 
which differs from C,.G.S. units by a factor J. 
If V and I are voltmeter and ammeter readings of source 
power,. wattage is given by 
W = V fr- Jl )(It ,.i ) , ~ r; r, 
r, voltmeter resistance, . fi resistance of voltmeter leads. 
Measuring V. with a potentiometer, or with a voltmeter of 
very high internal resistance will justify the reduced form 
W:: IV• 
Thermal expa~sion of the crystal will effect the term 
L. 
A 
Properly allowing for expansion the ratio is 
L = x 4' (I + o( Cl) I 
A A" (I + 2~c;J 
where X0 and A~ are computed from sample measurements taken 
at o•c., and CK is the mean linear coefficient of expansion. 
In the main the above ratio reduces to 
_L:::~ I • 
A Ao (l+-otB) 
8, 
The average thermal conductivity in the range from 
to B2 1s given by the formula 
v I I. I/ 
)( m -= A~ (I -(-o( t9 ) (&a. -6),) 




Consideration is given to the following sources of 
error: 
1. Errors in measurement of sample dimensions. 
2. Err.ors in measurement of power input. 
3. Errors due to the apparatus not being at equi-
librium. 
4. Heat loss from the source and sample by radia-
tion. 
5. Heat loss by conduction along leads and ceramic 
pressure foot. 
6. Errors due to un.certain surface coupling at 
the crystal interfaces. · 
7. Errors due to non .... lin,ear flow in-._ the sample. 
8. Errors in the measurement of the temperature 
interval. 
1. The ratio ~ can be computed from precision· measure-
ments to within 0.01.%. The thermal expansion of sodium 
chloride is nearly a con.stant over the temperature range 
under investigation, so its effect is satisfactorily ac-
counted for in the conductivity formula. If not considered, 
the consequent error in thermal conductiv.ity would approach 
0.5% per 100°C. temperature elevation. 
2. If a voltmeter is used in the power measurement, 
the probable error in wattage is about 1.2%. Use of a poten-
tiometer to measure the voltage reduces the probable error 
to less than 0.75%. 
3. It can be shown that drift in the sink temperature 
of 0.005•0. per minute will result in approximately 1.0% 
error in the conductivity measurement. Cyclic drifting or 
''hunting" aan be eliminated by careful adjustment of the 
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servo-mechanism components. A near constant drift may come 
about by falling voltage in the control potentiometer A 
reference battery. Whatever the drift, it must be less 
than 0 •. 005° c. per minute for a period of 15 minutes before 
readings are acc·eptable. 
4. Caleulations show that if guard cap and heat source 
temperatures differ by o.f c. ,; the error introduced at 
1000°K. will be approximately 10.0%. This is calculated 
from" Stefan's law for radiant energy transfer across surfaces 
at nearly equal temperatures. The error decreases as the 
third power of the absolute temperature. At 500°K., this 
error would be less than 1.0% of the total heat input. 
Calculations are based on a source-sink temperature dif-
ference of 6-c., and a thermal conductivity proportional 
I to-. 
T 
5. Errors due to heat transfer away from the source 
along the pressure foot and lead wires vary with tempera-
tures of radiant surfaces surrounding the guard cap. These 
errors are approximately proportional to the temperature 
differences, .. and increase greatly with the absolute tem-
perature. . Conduction along the lead wires can be nearly 
eliminated by cementing the wires to the guard cap. Con-
duction along the pressure foot is a function of the area 
ot the toot contacting the heat source. Consequently, this 
area is kept small. Conservative calculations of the total 
error due to the sources mentioned in this paragraph. place 
1t at 3% when. the operating temperature is 150°0. , and the 
surroundings average 30°0~ 
Rad~ation shielding surroun~ng the entire apparatus 
wil l greatly reduce these errors. at elevated temperatures. 
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6. The surfaces of the crystal in contact with the 
source and the. sink pre~ent a certain finite discontinuity 
toward heat flow . The magnitude of the discontinuity cannot 
be found. by direct computation, but use of a variety of 
interface substances, holding other conditions equal, pro-
duce a means of estimating the magnitude of the effect. In 
one instano.e thermal conductivity averaged 5% higher when· 
an interface substance (silcone grease) capable of wetting 
both surfaces was used. 
1. Non-linear heat flow 1n the sample is chiefly 
caused by poor thermal contact at the interface boundaries. 
Other causes are imperfections in the crystal, e.nd radiation 
from the surface. Since imperfections are present in all 
crystals,. conductivity measurements of several apparently 
identical samples should reveal the extent of abnormalities. 
Non-linearity due to radiation effects increases at ele-
vated temperatures • . 
8. Errors in the measurement of temperature interval 
may be due to parasitic e.m.f.'s, faulty thermocouples, 
thermocouple installation, or potentiometer readings. All 
thermocoup1es were found to produce equal e.m.f.'s when 
measuring the temperature of a massive appper block in which 
they were all 1mbeddad. The largest error in measuring 
temperature . interval arises from imperfect thermocouple 
1nstall.at1ons. From m.easurements of background, error in 
temperature measurement has been estimated to be less than 
RESULTS 
Tabulated results listed in Table~ l are computed trom 
the most rec.ant and reliable data thus far obtained with 
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the described apparatus. They are graphically compared with 
the published results of other observers in tigur 5. Fro 
the logarith mic. plot ot figur 5 it can be clearly se 
that thermal conductivity 1n the temperature range ob rved 




THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OP' SODIUM CHLORIDE 
Date Run Source Sink /::,.V e,. - e, e::: e.+ e, Amp. Volts K{Wat5·f} No. mv mv µ:v (c•; (•c) 2 . cm. 
Feb.15 1 4.477 4.382 95 2.32 108.) 0.100 1.44 0.0416 
2 s. 086 7.806 280 6.88 195.2 0.150 2.15 0,.0316 
Feb.18 1 7.296 7.097 199 4•88 176.2 0.134 1.89 0.0334 
P'eb.19 1 3.572 3.483 89 2.18 86.7 0.100 1.44 0.0434 .. 
2 6.139 5.190 235 5.75 147.4 0.150 2.14 0.0367-
H 
Fig. S 
COMPARED RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED 
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Deseription-: has been given or. an apparatus capable. ot 
determllrl.Jrg the th.ermal . conductivity or. small. sampi.es in· 
the. temperature ran.ge .. 340°to-: 460°x·. With the installation 
of. eerta1n . moci1f'1cat1ons this temperature range- is ex-
peate.d to be extended far higher. Measurements on . a sample 
of sodium chloride indicate . ~ standa.rd. dev1at1en from the 
mean of 1.6%. The re.sults on sodium. ahloride :fall between:: 
c:o.mparab.le .. d:ete.rminations of other exper.imenters in the 
temperature range thus far investigated. 
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SUMMARY 
It has been indicated that information on the tempera-
ture dependence of thermal conductivity in poorly conducting 
solids is sought for correlation with theory of the solid 
state. An apparatus for the measurement of thermal conduc-
t1v1 ty over an elevated temperature range has been assembled 
an.d operated. The method of measurement is based on the es-
tablishment of a steady state temperature gradient across a 
right cylindrical sample. The sample is sandwiched between 
a heat source of constant strength, and a heat sink of con-
stant temperature. Suitable guards are installed for reduc-
tion of thermal losses by radiation. Electronic circuits 
a1d 1n maintaining constant temperatures. With this arrange-
m~nt~ a number of thermal conductivity measurements were 
taken on a single crystal sample of sodium chloride in the 
t 3,,,...• to 460° ""• M t 1 th tempera ure range 6tV A easuremen s n e range 
thus far observed indicate a temperature dependence approxi-
mately coincidental with that found by Birch & Clark!6 
(16) Birch, Francis, and Clark, Harry, op. cit.pp. 4. 
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